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Geeks love
the truth



You are technically correct...



You are technically correct...
the BEST kind of correct!



Despite what the International League Of Pedants says
We value precision over accuracy



As anyone who's done any target shooting knows
They're very different things



If you're shooting at a target



This is accurate



You hit the target
You achieved your goal
The bad guy is dead



But precision is different



This is a precise grouping of hits
It shows great mastery



But you missed
The goal is not achieved
You've been mugged



Precision is about your grouping

Accuracy is about how close you are to the center of the target

If you're accurate but imprecise, you can still hit the target
* And once you're accurate you can start fixing precision

But no amount of precision will fix inaccuracy



What do I 
mean by "lie"?



What is said



What is heard

If there's a difference, then there is a lie
You might not mean it, but its there



What is heard



...a lie
Truth may be an absolute
 Godel may say otherwise
But *meaning* is *subjective*
And its meaning that counts in communication
We have to translate the truth into a language
Transmit that to another human
Who translates that back into an idea
Which may or may not be the original idea
Because human language is imprecise.



"Telling the truth" is 
ensuring the truth is 
received, undistorted.

"Telling the truth" is not simply about true statements.
"Telling the truth" is about ensuring, as best you can, that the truth is received.
Undistorted.
And there's a lot of ways the message can be distorted.
We'll look at some today.



"Lying" is when you 
knowingly fail to get the 

truth understood.

"Lying" is when you knowingly fail to get the message across.



At first its innocent
We don't mean to lie to people.
We're just being ourselves



Cluelessness, over time, 
becomes pathological.

But do it long enough and it becomes pathological
Try to ignore it
Try to pretend there's nothing to be done about it
Tell yourself it's just social awkwardness
And it becomes a conscious choice to continue to miscommunicate



It becomes a lie.



Why this is 
important

Lying like a geek might get you killed



Socrates
"I drank what?"
    Thinks its enough to just speak the truth
    He doesn't believe rhetoric, the art of elegant composition and communication, is useful
    He thinks the truth will be enough
    Eventually nobody will listen to him
    He winds up talking to himself
    Sock puppetting his opponent's responses
(You can find this in Plato's Gorgias)



And nobody wants to listen to an asshole

I like to call this...



Literalist 
Fuckhead 

Mode



I drank
what?
I drank
what?

    Eventually he pisses the wrong person off
    He's arrested for corrupting the youth of Athens
    On trial he talks down to his accusers
    Likening them to children
    This is not very persuasive
    And he's poured the worst mixed drink in history

Let's look at some ways in which geeks lie



Presenter 
Lies...

First, the biggest geek lie...





Lies By Design

Software is hard to use.
There's a lot of reasons for this.
Here are some which we tell ourselves
but are lies...



"The users are morons"



"It was complicated to build,
so it must be complicated to use"



I understand it
Why don't you?

Of course you understand it
YOU WROTE IT

It helps to understand how information flows from the geek to the user



Geek <-> Code -> Interface <-> User
                                ^
                                |
                             Previous
                            Experiences

What does this mean?



Geek <-> Code -> Interface <-> User
                                ^
                                |
                             Previous
                            Experiences

What does this mean?



You can not have a personal 
conversation with every user



Geek <-> Code -> Interface <-> User
                                ^
                                |
                             Previous
                            Experiences

What does this mean?
You can't change the user's previous experiences
All you have is the interface
This is the API, the documentation, the names of functions, the class, etc...

Let's look at one of the biggest lies in computing



Computers
Are Good
At Math



This is a LIE
Computers are terrible at math
And we all know it



if( (13/3 - 3/3) == 10/3 ) {
    print "Equal";
}

Computers can't do elementary school fractions.

A human looks at this result and says
"Wow, that's wrong.  Must be a bug!"
They (maybe) report the bug.
And they get back a tirade about...



IEEE
Floating
Point

Numbers
And are generally treated like a moron for not realizing this
Flamed for not having read the FAQ on the subject
And for having the audacity to report it

When, in fact, the user is right.
It is a bug!
They're right.  And we're insane.



Yes, we're all delusional.
We are so warped by using computers that we've forgotten 3rd grade math.
Let's remember how the user finds things out.



Geek <-> Code -> Interface <-> User
                                ^
                                |
                             Previous
                            Experiences

From the interface and previous experiences
The interface is telling the user...



if( (13/3 - 3/3) == 10/3 ) {
    print "Equal";
}

Its math.
The symbols are the same.
There's nothing to say anything is different from what they learned in school.
Previous experience with math tells them that 13/3 - 3/3 == 10/3
The user is thinking right.
The interface gave the wrong information.
It lied.
This should work.
That it does not is a deep design bug.
At minimum we should not blame the user when they report it.



Lies by Affordances

Affordances are the cues an object gives you about what to do with it.
Its what you want to do with an object, just by looking at it.

This is why...



...every horizontal surface of your home...



Will eventually be covered in crap

Its also why people do apparently stupid things
But they're not stupid, you are following the affordance



Users will do really stupid things if the affordance tells them to



For example
Here is a simple door.
Do you push or pull?



Turns out you pull
But the handles are giving confusing affordances
You can grip it, so you should pull
But its broad, which indicates pushing
Showing the controls on the other side doesn't help
You feel like an idiot for getting it wrong
But really its the door designer's fault



This is why you wind up with this
If its simple and you have to put instructions on it, something might be wrong

Computer programs and APIs work the same way
The affordances are harder to figure out
But they're there.









Lies By Lack Of Constraints

A constraint is a limitation on what you can do.
To geeks, this is bad.
To good interface design, this is great.
Here is one of the most terrifying things you can show a user



Your typical default Unix command prompt
There are no constraints
It seems anything is possible!
But what do you do next?
What don't you do?
There is no indication of what you can and cannot do.
Very powerful
Very scary
Tries to do EVERYTHING
Worse, one misstep and you can permanently ruin your day
This is why the desktop metaphor was invented

We need limited choices to guide us through an unfamiliar environment.



Something that smart phones do very well
Android takes the unconstrained interface mess that is Linux
And turns it into shiny constrained UI
(while still keeping all that power available under the hood
 unlike a certain other phone maker)



use strict;

Sometimes by having no interface at all.
There are Perl modules called "pragmas".
You load them
They change how the language works in a well defined way
There's no question of how to use it.
It does one thing and it does it really well.

Alas, CPAN itself it lacking in constraints.
Its difficult to find an answer to the question
    What module should I use to do X?



Perl had no y2k bug.

While technically correct, this is a...



LIE
To the point where Perl felt it necessary to write a special README file outlining why they did 
not have a y2k bug.
*If you have to document that a problem is not a problem, you have a problem.
Why?  Because a lot of programs written using Perl had y2k bugs.



Enough to necessitate some clever modules to detect them.

If Perl had no y2k bug, why did so much Perl code have y2k bugs?



my($sec,$min,$hour,$mday,$mon,$year) =                                                              
                         localtime(time);

The date interface is crap.

There's a lot of things wrong with localtime() and the first one is that it returns a 9 element 
list of different items.



print "The year is $year.\n";

Back in 1999, if you tried to use it naively...



The year is 99.

It doesn't work out as expected



$year += 1900;
print "The year is $year.\n";

What you're supposed to do is this



print "The year is 19$year.\n";

So they'd write this
Note which is easier and more succinct.
Users will go for the easier one.
Don't fight it, you will lose.

It seems so obviously wrong that you'd have to hard code the century
but many people were convinced that this is just what you had to do
that the interface was that crap



The year is 1999.

And hey, it works!



The year is 19100.

Oops.
Perl does not have a y2k bug
It generates them.



Bad interfaces
create bugs

Things like localtime() are bug generators
If the obvious way to use it is wrong,
especially if its not obviously wrong,
a lot of people will use it that way.
Even if it's wrong with a moment's thought
a lot of people will still use it that way
or they're rationalize it



Read this book
It will teach you the basics of human interface design
And open your eyes
It was written in the 80s
It has a chapter on computers
It is sadly still relevant



One of the best fundamental web design books
Doesn't contain a lick of HTML or Javascript
Its all about writing web pages that work like users expect
Its a short and easy read
(I think there's a 2nd edition out)



The means
justify the ends

This is the tendency for a geek to get so wrapped up in the implementation details that they 
forget what the end goal was.

Its prioritizing technical or philosophical correctness over getting the job done.

For example
* For years, Perl could not decide on a wiki
   Mediawiki is written in PHP.
   The only decent Perl wiki was commercial.
   There still is no wiki.perl.org.

Putting conceptual cleanliness over ease of use.



$ python
Python 2.6.1 
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or 
"license" for more information.
>>> 



$ python
Python 2.6.1 
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or 
"license" for more information.
>>> license
Type license() to see the full license 
text

Even their own documentation is lying!



$ python
Python 2.6.1 
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or 
"license" for more information.
>>> license
Type license() to see the full license 
text
>>> help
Type help() for interactive help, or help
(object) for help about object.

"help(object)"?
What does a newb, most needing of help, know about objects or what to put in as an object?
"topic" or "keyword"



$ python
Python 2.6.1 
Type "help", "copyright", "credits" or 
"license" for more information.
>>> license
Type license() to see the full license 
text
>>> help
Type help() for interactive help, or help
(object) for help about object.
>>> exit
Use exit() or Ctrl-D (i.e. EOF) to exit

Now that's just silly.
I've gotten conflicting rationales for this.
*ASK THE AUDIENCE*
The most common is that this is just a REPL and "exit" is evaluated as an object, not a 
function, they'd have to use string overloading to do something other than print a string and 
that would be ICKY!
Of course, the newbie doesn't realize ANY of this.  It's just a crappy command prompt.



It only makes sense...

if you already
know the answer

(even then it's still really annoying)



Three kinds
of interfaces



Those you can 
figure

out yourself





print "Hello world\n";



Those you can 
remember after 

having it explained 
once





System.out.println(
  "Hello, World"
);



Those you can 
only remember 

by rote



my($sec,$min,$hour,$mday,$mon,$year) =                                                              
                         localtime(time);





Lies by 
tactlessness

If you're tactless
People will get annoyed
Annoyed people don't want to listen to you
The emotional state of the listener
And their perception of you
Change their reception of the message
So you have to apply some tact



Tact Filters

An easy way to think about tact is as filters on the conversation.

(I didn't come up with this)



speaker           tact | listener

You can put tact in the input when you're listening



speaker | tact           listener

And you can put it on your output when you're speaking

Problem is, geeks use tact different from other people.



geek              tact | other_geek

Geeks put tact on their input
We expect this, so we don't bother putting tact on our output



person | tact               person

Regular people put tact on their output
They expect their input to already have tact, so they don't input filter



geek                         person

Trouble comes when a geek speaks to another person
There's no tact
The geek comes off as rude



person | tact              tact | geek

And then a person is speaking to a geek
Now there's too much tact
The person comes off as overly formal
  "Hi" "How are you?" "What's new?"
Why can't they just get to the point?



Adjust your tact
for the audience

This requires some observation of what the accepted level of tact is
On a mailing list it might be just reading some posts from the regulars
At a party its conversation surfing
It takes some work
It isn't always obvious to figure out what to do,
So you need a default



Have a minimum tact
on your output

You really can't go wrong with a minimal tact filter on your output



Hello $your_name,

$body

Thanks,
$my_name

For example, in email just a simple template
A greeting
Your message
  Maybe throw in a few extra "please"s
Thanks
Even the most tactless geek can easily strip the template off



Lies by text

Here is, I think, the single biggest problem with communicating on the Internet.

Despite being 2010.
Most Internet communication is still by text.
Its efficient.
Its low bandwidth.
Its out of band (ie. you can ignore it until you're ready)

There's a problem...



Text Lacks 
Empathy

Communication is not just about the words
But its about the emotions backing them
The inflection
Timing
Facial and body expressions
Text strips all this off
And you have to explicitly put it back
Problem is...



We don't write

How many people here are trained writers?
Trained writers know how to inject emotion into text.
They know how to think about their audience.
And what mindset they might be in.



We speak
with our fingers

Everyone else probably writes on IM and email in a very similar style to how they speak.
But when we speak, we rely on having all those extra emotional side channels.
Without realizing it.
Now they're gone.
And that can drastically alter the meaning.
And we often don't know why.



They don't know
how you feel

Its like being back in Kindergarden.
You have to learn that the person on the other end can't see you.
They can't hear you.
They don't know if you're pissed or happy or sad or joking.



State
your

emotions
You have to put the emotion back.
If a conversation over text isn't going well
And you can't figure out why
State your emotions
State your assumptions
State what you're hearing
It can be as simple as saying
"I'm pissed"
Or
"This makes me happy"
This can be a revelation for the other side that can drag the conversation back on track.



:)

Or using emoticons



;)

Some consider them childish.
They are powerful, compact indicators of emotion.



Increase
empathic
bandwidth

If the conversation is going badly
And you're not sure why
Switch to a medium with more inherent empathy



Email
\/

IM/IRC
\/

Voice
\/

Video
\/

Real Life

Email not working?  Try IM.  At least its real time.
Voice adds in inflection and timing.
Video adds in facial expressions.
Finally, get off your ass and talk with people.
  If you're the programmer that walks over to the business folks
  and talks to them like people this is far more valuable than the
  best coder in the world.
This is why conferences are so valuable.
  More flamewars are solved by a 5 minute talk than anything else



Jargon



"It's like Python
with bacon."

This was said to me with a straight face and no further explanation offered.



What the hell does it mean?

Worse, it's a word that already means something.
I know what bacon is.
I don't know what you're talking about.



Lies by too 
much 

information



Not everything
that comes to mind,

needs to come
out the mouth.



Stop
&

Count to 5



Speak
Like

You Tweet



Lies by
information

overload



Summary first



Then why



Detail last

(if at all)
It gets the important information across



before your audience is totally bored



Lies by
stating

the obvious
When you state the obvious
And restate the obvious
People will think there's something *not* obvious.

When a feature change was proposed, one of the devs kept saying
"Remember to change the tests"
So we all figured there was something weird about the tests
No, he just wanted to remind us to do the obvious

Visiting home
Father has a new, fancy TV
Kept asking if I knew how to use it before I'd seen it
I was prepared for something complicated
  Turn on the TV then turn on the VCR then go to channel 3...
No, it was a perfectly sensible setup with one remote



Lies by 
misunderstanding 

your audience

My housemate is a wind turbine engineer, fresh out of school.
He's learning SQL at work to do some stats for their turbine maintenance.
He's done no other programming whatsoever.
He was asking if SQL is a good, useful thing to know.
My answer: absolutely, yes! You will use it everywhere there are computers.
My friend in high performance computing started to explain why he should learn R and why 
it's better for statistical analysis.
My housemate was very confused.



Question on Stack Overflow



this answer is technically correct
but the user asked the wrong question
The user does not realize that searching HTML with a regex is a bad idea.
Simply answering the wrong question without further discussion is a lie



Sometimes you have to show them what the right question is.

It doesn't end there.



A commenter didn't like how absolute my answer was.
He proceeded to point out that there are many edge cases where a regex is a viable option.
This is a discussion that will only confuse the OP.
Not every answer has to be complete.
Schoolteachers know that you teach by a series of carefully constructed white lies, omissions 
and simplifications.



While he commenter was technically correct
That was not what was important.



"I don't know"

More importantly, not saying it.

Pretending you're an expert
Making something up



Lies

statistics



Geek Lies



...and statistics



"There's 34 million more lines 
of PHP than Perl"

Wow, that's a lot!
That's what was said
What was heard might be...



There's a lot more PHP code 
than Perl

Looking at it visually...



And this is a...



Doesn't say what the scale was
Let's put that in



(I don't actually know what the numbers are)
Its a truncated graph, but at least now you can see that.
But it still has a big visual impact



Here's a more honest graph
There's no truncation
The values are clearly posted
There's less interpretation

Later on, metaphors are mixed.
There's 34m more lines of PHP than Perl but..



3 x Matlab = Mathematica

There's 3 times more Matlab than Mathematica
This is again a graph without a scale
At least its not truncated
But does it mean...



3,000,000  = 1,000,000

There's 3 million lines of Matlab?
Then its significant



3,000      = 1,000

Or 3 thousand?
Then its noise.



Give your data
in as raw a form

as possible

This doesn't mean the presentation needed to hand out spreadsheets
But the more you digest information
The more you inject interpretation
And the less the audience can do their own interpretation



"There's 34 million more lines 
of PHP than Perl, about 25% 

more. "

This is honester
It gives both magnitude and scale



Make sure you're not 
measuring noise

As evidenced with the "3x more Matlab than Mathematica"



Keep your scales the 
same throughout

I certainly don't think the presenter was deliberately lying
This was from a very good presenter
And the results weren't really important
He was just illustrating what data is available
And some shocking results
So its an illustration of how easy bias can leak into your statistics



Let's move on to one of my pet peeves



Measuring popularity
with search statistics

And the bigger lie that quality is related to popularity



"The TIOBE Programming Community 
index is an indicator of the 
popularity of programming 
languages."

One example, TIOBE, says this
http://www.tiobe.com/index.php/content/paperinfo/tpci/index.html

Let's remove the weasel word "indication" to more accurately express what is heard



 The TIOBE Programming Community 
index shows               the 
popularity of programming 
languages.



"The ratings are based on the 
number of skilled engineers 
world-wide, courses and third 
party vendors."

Wow, that's a lot of data to collect!
How do they do that?



"The popular search engines 
Google, MSN, Yahoo!, Wikipedia 
and YouTube are used to 
calculate the ratings."

uh oh
This is the point where alarm bells should be going off in your head.

Fortunately, TIOBE is forthcoming with their methodology



'The ratings are calculated by 
counting hits of the most 
popular search engines.

The search query that is used 
is +"<language> programming"'

http://www.tiobe.com/index.php/content/paperinfo/tpci/tpci_definition.htm



"The ratings are based on the 
number of skilled engineers 
world-wide, courses and third 
party vendors."

What they say they collect...



'The ratings are calculated by 
counting hits of the most 
popular search engines.

The search query that is used 
is +"<language> programming"'

What they actually collect...

For these two things to correlate they must assume that

* that the number of search engine hits for that simple phrase is proportional to the "# of 
skilled engineers world wide, courses and 3rd party vendors" of that language

* that the proportionality is the *same for different languages*
  (or that you can predict that proportionality)

Those are some big if's. There's no evidence given to back that up.

Therefore...



Popularity

==

+"<language> programming"

Their assertion that Popularity can be measured with a simple web search



LIE!

Is a lie.



LIE
A pretty damn big lie.
Its a lie right on their front page.

Even though they lay out their methodology and all the evidence is there if you look for it.

Its a dangerous lie, because...



"The index can be used to check 
whether your programming skills 
are still up to date or to make 
a strategic decision about what 
programming language should be 
adopted when starting to build 
a new software system."

(italics and blood mine)

They're encouraging you to make one of the most important and irreversible decisions of a 
software project based on a lie.



Statistics
don't lie.



People with
statistics lie.



That's all I'm going to say about statistics
Because there's a wonderful book on the subject
It was written over 50 years ago and is still totally relevant because WE HAVEN'T LEARNED
Its a very short read, I highly recommend it
It will change the way you look at pretty much everything



Lies,
Geek Lies,
Statistics...

Benchmarks



...and Benchmarks

Let's have an example



time()
vs

gmtime()

Two functions for finding out the time
Both are already pretty damn fast



$ time perl -e '@time = gmtime'

real 0m0.007s
user 0m0.002s
sys 0m0.004s



$ time perl -e '$time = time'

real 0m0.007s
user 0m0.002s
sys 0m0.005s

I guess there's no difference.

But what are you really benchmarking?
The startup time of Perl.
What you really want to know is lost in the noise.

You need to scale it up so it swamps out startup cost.



$ time perl -e '$time = time for 1..5_000_000'

real 0m3.341s
user 0m3.133s
sys 0m0.035s

So you run it lots more times



$ time perl -e '@time = gmtime for 1..5_000_000'

real 0m12.984s
user 0m12.462s
sys 0m0.143s

And now you can see the significant difference...



gmtime() is 4x slower than time()



TRUE!



I should optimize
my code

by using time()



LIE!
Note I ran it 5 million times
If I run it a 1000 times it hardly shows up
Does your program ask for the time more than 1000 times?
If not, don't worry about it.  Use whichever makes your code simpler.

If you do run it a significant number of times
What percentage of your program's total run time does that take up?
Let's say...



1%



1% x 100 seconds



1% x 100 seconds = 1 second

The most you can ever save by optimizing here is 1 second out of 100.
The optimization is useless
Don't bother



Profile First!

Profilers tell you where your code is spending its time
They're brilliant
They're a huge time saver
Profile before you optimize



What are you really 
benchmarking?



Perl        vs         Java

Let's say you want to know if Perl is faster than Java
So you benchmark them.



Perl        vs         Java

20 bogos               10 bogos

But you use different machines



Perl        vs         Java

20 bogos               10 bogos

Redhat                 Solaris

with different operating systems



Perl        vs         Java

20 bogos               10 bogos

Redhat                 Solaris
Intel CPU              AMD CPU

And different CPUs



Perl        vs         Java

20 bogos               10 bogos

Redhat                 Solaris
Intel CPU              AMD CPU
Old version            Devel version

And unequal versions

You're benchmarking four variables
This is useless
Any of those can be the real change

Worse you find out the benchmark was written by a Java programmer...



class HelloWorldApp {
    public static void main(String[] args) 
{
        System.out.println("Hello World!");
    }
}

Their Java code is fine



{
    package HelloWorldApp;

    use public qw(main);
    sub main {
        my @args = @ARGV;

        print STDOUT "Hello World!";

        return;
    }
}

HelloWorldApp->main();

But their Perl code is a disaster

So what you're really benchmarking is if they're a better Perl or Java programmer



http://shootout.alioth.debian.org/

"The Computer Language Benchmarks Game"
An excellent example of how to do benchmarks right.
Same hardware
Same OS
Stock versions
Written by the community
Best benchmark per language wins



Benchmark just one variable

You have to be ruthless in examining the methodology of a benchmark.

Its like the joke about the astronomer, the physicist and the mathematician on a train in 
Scotland...



Lies by micro 
optimization



[time1] [error1] [who] message 1
[time2] [error2] message 2

On StackOverflow
A user wanted a regex to parse this



/\[([^]]*)\] \[([^]]*)\] (?:\[([^]]*)\] )?(.*)/

Which you can do with this horrifying mess



# [some thing]
my $block_re = qr{ \[ (.*?) \] }x;

my $log_re = qr{^

  # two or three blocks
  $block_re \s+ $block_re \s+ (?: $block_re \s+ )?

  # the log message
  (.*)                                              
$}x;

Or with this somewhat less horrifying mess

People assumed mine was slower.  It's more verbose.  It compiles two regexes together.  It 
uses a feature called "non greedy matching" which for some complicated reasons is 
considered slower.

Turns out the readable one is faster, and gets faster as the log gets bigger.

Perl is complicated.  Regex engines are scary, complicated black magic.



You cannot 
predict the 

performance of a 
complex system



Unless you're this guy



Pretending everyone acts like 
you do.



Pretending everyone acts like 
you don't but should.



Pretending everyone acts the 
same way.

There's only one way to do it
Python / Apple



There is a "best"

Fallacy of "either/or"



Everyone studies the 
documentation



Lies by estimates



Conclusion



Thanks



Special thanks
 Kate Agnew
Sam Tucker

for translations


